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Abstract

An adversary can easily compromise sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks, and generate multiple attacks through compromised nodes, such as false vote injection attacks and false report injection attacks. The false vote injection attack tries to drop legitimate reports in an intermediate node, and the false report injection attack tries to drain the energy consumption of each node. To prevent these attacks, a probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) has been proposed to select verification nodes, and to detect fabricated votes in the reports as they occur simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a method that improves the energy efficiency of each node and the security level of the false report injection attack, while maintaining the detection power of the false vote injection attack. Our proposed method effectively selects verification node with considering the conditions of each node, based on a fuzzy rule-based system. The verification node is decided through the energy remaining level, distance level, and number of detected false votes in the fuzzy system. We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method, as compared to PVFS, when two attacks occur simultaneously in the sensor network. The experimental results show that our method saves energy by up to 8%, by improving and maintaining the defence against these multiple attacks.
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1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are economically feasible technologies for a variety of applications [1]-[2]. These sensor networks enable the low-cost and low-power development of multi-functional use in open environments [2]. A WSN is composed of a base station, and a large number of sensors in a sensor field. The base station collects event data from the sensor nodes, and provides information to users [1], [3]. However, adversaries can easily compromise the nodes, because of their limited computation, communication, storage, and energy supply capacities [4]-[5]. The adversaries can simultaneously generate multiple attacks, such as false vote injection and false report injection attacks, to destroy the wireless network.
Figure 1 show multiple attacks in the sensor network, such as a false vote injection attack (FRIA) [6]-[7], and a false report injection attack (FVIA) [7]. Two nodes (Figure 1-a and Figure 1-b) are compromised by forward false reports and false votes. In FVIV, a compromised node (Figure 1-a) injects a false vote in a legitimate report (Figure 1-c) to drop the report en route (Figure 1-d). The legitimate report is filtered out in an intermediate node, before arriving at the base station. In FRIA, a compromised node (Figure 1-b) injects a false report with false votes (Figure 1-e), to drain the energy resource of intermediate nodes (Figure 1-f), and cause false alarms in the base station. These attacks drop real event information, and consume needless energy.

Li et al. [7] proposed a probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) to detect multiple attacks in intermediate nodes, as FRIA and FVIA simultaneously occur in the sensor network. This method is suitable for filtering fabricated votes based on a cluster-based model. The scheme selects verification CHs with a probability to prevent the fabricated votes before forwarding a report. It is different from having verification CHs in a path, when reports are transmitted.

In this paper, we propose a method to effectively select verification CHs based on a fuzzy rule-based system [8]. Our proposed method decides the verification CHs through the energy remaining level, distance level, and number of detected false votes. Therefore, our method increases the security level and energy savings against FVIA and FRIA, as compared to PVFS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The background and motivation are described in Section 2. The proposed method is introduced in Section 3, and the experimental results are described in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND

In the sensor network, FRIA and FVIA are frequently generated in the application layer, and threaten the lifetime of the network. FRIA injects false reports to cause unnecessary energy of sensor nodes. FVIA injects false votes in a legitimate report to be filtered out. We will discuss an existing countermeasure against FRIA and FVIA in Section 2.1 and explains the motivation for our proposed method.

2.1. PVFS: Probabilistic Voting-based Filtering Scheme

Li et al. [1] proposed a probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme to simultaneously prevent multiple attacks in a sensor network, and to maintain the detection power at a sufficiently high level, such as FRIA and FVIA. PVFS uses a voting method with a cluster-based model and a probability key assignment. This scheme consists of four phases: 1) key assignment, 2) report generation, 3) verification node selection, and 4) en-route filtering. 1) As sensor nodes are deployed, a cluster head (CH) is elected in each cluster region, and each sensor selects one key from the partition of the CH in a global key pool. 2) When a real event occurs, the CH collects all votes (such as MAC [6]) from its neighboring nodes. The CH randomly selects the votes as a defined value, and attaches a report. 3) The CH chooses verification CHs with a probability to verify the attached votes in the report. 4) If the number of detected false votes in a report is lower than the threshold value, FVIA is considered in a verification CH, and transmits it to next hop. If the number of detected false votes is greater than the threshold value, FRIA is considered in a verification CH, and drops it. Therefore, PVFS detects fabricated votes generated from a compromised node and prevents FVIA and FRIA in the intermediate nodes.

Figure 2. Filtering Processes in PVFS.

Figure 2 illustrates phases of the report generation in a cluster (Figure 2-a), the verification CH selection (Figure 2-b), and en-route filtering (Figure 2-c) in a path. The cluster is comprised of a CH and five nodes including two compromised node (Node2 and Node4). We consider that s is the required number of votes a legitimate report should carry, and \( T_f \) is the threshold of false votes required to drop a report. In phase of the report generation, when a real event occurs in the cluster, \( C_{H0} \) broadcasts to its neighbors. The neighboring nodes forward their vote including event information to the CH. After collecting the votes, Vote1, Vote2, Vote3, Vote5 is randomly selected to produce a report. In phase of the verification CH selection, the CH1 and CH2 are chosen for verification of the votes by a probability \( P = d / d_0 \) (the hop count from a verification...
CH/CH₀ to the base station). That is, there are \( P₁ = 8/9 \) of CH₁, \( P₂ = 7/9 \) of CH₂, and \( P₃ = 6/9 \) of CH₃, respectively (the hops of CH₀ is 9). Both CH₁ gets CH₂ get verification keys of CH₀. CH₁ gets keys \( K = \{1,3,4,5\} \), and CH₂ get keys \( K = \{1,2,3\} \). In phase of en-route filtering, when the report arrives in CH₁, Vote₁, Vote₃, and Vote₅ are true by using the keys of CH₁. The report is forwarded to CH₂ with \( T_f = 0 \). CH₂ finds a fabricated Vote₂ by key 2 and sets the corresponding bit to 1. The report is transmitted to next CH₃ as \( T_f = 2 \) has not been reached yet. The legitimate report will be safely forwarded in the base station against FVIA (Figure 2-d). That is, PVFS detects FVIA through the number of the threshold value as \( T_f = 2 \) has not been reached yet. In contrast, when CH₀ selects Vote₁, Vote₂, Vote₃, and Vote₄, a false report is forwarded with fabricated Vote₂ and Vote₄. CH₁ detects the false Vote₄ by key 4, and sets the corresponding bit to 1. When the false report arrives in CH₂, it drops the false report because the false Vote₂ is detected by key 2 as \( T_f = 2 \) has been reached. The false report is en-route filtered out in intermediate nodes against FRIA. That is PVFS prevents FRIA through the number of threshold value in the false report as \( T_f \geq 2 \) has been reached. Therefore, PVFS selects verification CHs by using the probability, detects both of FRIA and FVIA through the threshold value as they simultaneously occurs in the sensor network.

2.2. Motivation

In order to simultaneously detect multiple attacks, such as FRIA and FVIA, PVFS should be operated in the sensor network. PVFS has the phases of the key assignment, the report generation, the verification CH selection, and en-route filtering. The phase of en-route filtering affects energy consumption of each node because of the detection of injected votes. In this paper, we effectively select verification CHs based a fuzzy rule-based system to early detect both of FRIA and FVIA.

![Figure 3. Motivation.](image)

Figure 3 shows the verification CH selection in the proposed method based the fuzzy system instead of the probability selection of PVFS. Before forwarding a report, a CH effectively decide verification through a fuzzy rule-based system. Our method improves the detection power of FRIA while maintaining the security level of FVIA. Therefore, our proposed method saves energy resources of each node in the sensor network compared to PVFS. In addition, we expect that our method will prolong the lifetime as the whole network has a long-term operation.
3. PROPOSED METHOD

Our proposed method selects verification CHs based the fuzzy rule-based system to detect false votes before forwarding reports. The fuzzy system decides the verification CH through three input factors of energy remaining level, distance level, and the number of detected false votes. Therefore, our proposed method improves a security level and energy effectiveness compared to PVFS. In this section, the proposed method is described in detail.

3.1. Assumptions

We assume the sensor nodes are fixed after they are deployed. The sensor network composes a base station and a number of sensor nodes, e.g. the Berkeley MICAz motes [3], the initial paths is established through directed diffusion [4], and minimum cost forwarding algorithms [5]. We choose the cluster-based model [7] to organize the sensor nodes. In a cluster, one node is elected to be a CH.

It is further assumed that every node forwards reports into the base station along their path. A compromised node generates false reports in a path. The generated false reports are forwarded from a compromised node toward the base station before filtering it out.

3.2. Overview

Our proposed method selects verification CHs based the fuzzy rule-based system before forwarding a report to next intermediate CH. Our method decides the verification CHs by using three input factors of an intermediate CH: a) energy remaining level, b) distance level, and c) the number of detected false votes.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4. The proposed method based fuzzy logic.**

Figure 4 shows the phases of the verification CH selection by applying the three input factors when they are selected in a path. The proposed method consider that the verification CH is effectively selected through energy remaining level, distance level, and the number of detected false votes. For example, CH1 is a verification node, and CH2 is a normal CH due to unsuited conditions. A report, which is forwarded from CH0, is verified in CH1. CH2 then receives and directly transmit it to next hop. Thus, the proposed method effectively detects the multiple attacks.
using the fuzzy rule-based system and saves needless energy of each sensor when FRIA and FVIA simultaneously occur.

3.3. Proposed Method based Fuzzy Logic

3.3.1. Further Subsections

This section discusses the factors that are used for fuzzy inference.

- **ERL (Energy Remaining Level)** This value indicates how much energy remains in CHs. It is important to present energy of each node in the sensor network. The value specifies energy level of each CH from 1 to 100. If this value is close to 1, energy remaining level is low.

- **DTL (Distance Level)** This value indicates the hop count from a CH to the base station. When a report is forwarded, it travels via the number of hops toward the base station. The value specifies the distance level of each CH from 1 to 100. Before forwarding the report, intermediate CHs calculate the level by \( rac{HC_i}{HC_0} \times 100 (HC_i \text{ is hops of an intermediate } CH, HC_0 \text{ is hops of } CH_0) \). If this value is high, the intermediate CH is close to \( CH_0 \).

- **NDV (Number of Detected False Votes)** This value indicates the condition of the sensor network security. If verification CHs detect many false votes occurred from compromised nodes, the verification CHs maintain high security level in a path. The value specifies the number of detected false votes from 1 to 50. If the value exceeds 50, the value keeps 50.

The three input factors ERL, DTL, and NDV decide a flag (FLG) for verification CHs through the fuzzy rule-based system.

3.3.2. Fuzzy Membership Functions and Rules

Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 illustrate the membership functions of the fuzzy logic input parameters for selecting verification CHs. We tune membership functions as the best rule with lots of experiment. The input factors of the fuzzy variables are represented as:

- **Energy Remaining Level** = {Small (SM), Middle (MD), Large (LG)}
- **Distance Level** = {Very Near (VN), Near (NR), Middle (MD), Far (FR), Very Far (VF)}
- **Number of Detected False Votes** = {Low (LW), Middle (MD), High (HG)}

Figure 8 shows the membership function of the fuzzy logic output parameters for effectively deciding verification CHs. The output factors of the fuzzy variables are represented as:

- **Flag** = {Keep, Verification}

![Figure 5. ERL of Fuzzy Membership Function.](image)
We defined 45 (=3×5×3) fuzzy rules as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Fuzzy if-then rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Input (if)</th>
<th>Output (then)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERL</td>
<td>DTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>VN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>VF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>VN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>VF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows representative rules as frequently occurred in the fuzzy membership function. For instance, if ERL is SM, DTL is VN, and NDV is LW, then it keeps a normal CH to conserve energy resource (Rule 0). If ERL is SM, DTL VF, and NDV is HG, then it is recommended to have a verification node to maintain high detection power for detecting false votes in a report (Rule 14). If ERL is MD, DTL is MD, and NDV is HG, then it is also recommend detecting false votes in a verification CH (Rule 23). If ERL is LG, DTL is VN, and NDV is LW, then a normal CH transmits a report to next CH without verification (Rule 30). If ERL is LG, DTL is VF, and NDV is HG, then a normal CH is recommend for detecting false votes, maintains the high security level (Rule 44). Therefore, it is important to effectively select verification CHs appropriately before forwarding a report due to energy saving.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experiment was performed for the proposed method and compared to PVFS. There are 500 total sensor nodes in the sensor network of the simulation environment. The simulation environment, which is 1,000x1,000 m², is composed of 50 clusters and 10 nodes in a cluster. We compromised 20 nodes in 11 hops of the sensor network. The compromised nodes inject false reports to consume unnecessary energy and false votes to drop legitimate reports in intermediate nodes. The size of a report is 24 bytes, and the size of a vote is 1 byte. Each node uses 16.25 µJ to transmit per byte, 12.5 µJ to receive per byte, and 15 µJ to generate a vote per byte [2]. We randomly generate 300 events in clusters, and the ratio of false reports is 20% of the events.
Figure 9. Energy consumptions per hop.

Figure 9 shows the energy consumptions of CHs as FRIA and FVIA simultaneously occur in the sensor network. These attacks are generated in hops 11 of compromised nodes. In the proposed method, the energy consumption between hops 8 and 10 is lower than PVFS. That is, our method improves energy savings because it selects verification CHs based on the fuzzy rule-based system more than PVFS for selecting verification nodes by using the probability. Therefore, our proposal saves the energy resources of each node to effectively choose the verification CHs more than PVFS.

Figure 10. Number of filtered false votes per hop.

Figure 10 shows the number of detected false votes per hop for FVIA. Both of PVFS and the proposed method detects the false votes in verification CHs close to compromised nodes (hops 11). Our method prevents the most of the false votes in legitimate reports by up about 72% between hops 7 and 10. PVFS detects the false votes in verification CHs between hops 2 and 6 by using the probability selection. Thus, the proposed method maintains the security level of FVIA through the number of detected the false votes as compared to PVFS.
Figure 11 shows the number of detected false reports for FRIA. The proposed method improves the detection power of FRIA to effectively select the verification CHs through the fuzzy rule-based system. Our method improves the detection of the false report by up about 70% between hops 5 and 9 more than PVFS, influences the energy consumption of intermediate CHs as shown Figure 11. Therefore, the proposed method improves the security level of FRIA and decreased the energy consumption more than PVFS.

Figure 12 shows the average energy consumption of intermediate CHs per events 50. The energy consumption in PVFS and the proposed method is approximated as 50 events occur in the sensor network. When 150 events are generated, the energy consumption of the proposed method saves about 292µm more than PVFS. That is, a gap for energy consumption is produced due to mutual security countermeasure against the multiple attacks, such as FVIA and FRIA. Therefore, our proposed method improves the energy consumption by up about 8% as compared to PVFS, we expect to prolong the lifetime of the whole sensor network.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In WSN, an adversary easily compromises sensor nodes and simultaneously generates the multiple attacks, such as FVIA and FRIA. These attacks block an inflow of legitimate reports and threaten the lifetime of the sensors. To detect these attacks, PVFS was proposed to select verification CH with a probability and to prevent false votes. In this paper, the proposed method decides effective verification CHs according to conditions of the CHs based a fuzzy rule-based system. Our proposed method improves the detection power of FRIA while maintaining the security level of FVIA as compared to PVFS, and saves the energy resources of each node by up about 8%. Therefore, our proposal effectively selects the verification CHs by using the fuzzy rule-based system as compared to PVFS, and improves energy consumption of each node and the security level of FRIA while maintaining the detection power of FVIA. In addition, we will apply various attacks of the sensor network to discuss further optimal solutions.
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